GO-OP Co-operative aims to be the first co-operatively owned train operating company in the
UK. Our ambitions go beyond being an operator of timetabled train services on the National Rail
Network. GO-OP is supporting car clubs and researching bus links to enable communities to access
sustainable transport options. GO-OP is a Multistakeholder Co-operative (Somerset Rules), I&PS
registered with the FCA MS30978R.
Our flagship Mainline Rail project - is the Westbury to
Birmingham Moor Street service. We have developed a plan
for a clock-face timetable using brand new rolling stock that
will enable us to deliver a highly professional level of
service.
Ultra-light rail - we are supporting Lightweight Community
Transport as they develop innovative rail services on branch
lines in Devon, Shropshire and Wiltshire.
Bus routes - we are working on a shortlist of routes - a key
issue is how to ensure that buses link up with our other
services.
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Join GO-OP!
If you care about local communities, if you are passionate about the environment, if you want to fight
for better public transport, if you just want to get from A to B, join GO-OP. As a co-operative we have
open and voluntary membership, and user members can join any time.

GO-OP is a multi-stakeholder co-operative aiming to provide:
•
•
•

passengers with a high quality public service
employees with secure and flexible employment, and the opportunity to develop skills and
confidence
investors with an opportunity to invest in a sustainable business that benefits the Community

There are three categories of membership: passengers, employees and investors. Each member will
have one vote, but a controlling proportion of the votes will always be in the hands of the passengers.
Membership is currently available only to those people who are able to use our services. Please contact
our Secretary for a membership application form at info@go-op.coop
You'll find more information about us at: www.go-op.coop
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